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About This Game

Ghostly Horizon is an intense 3rd-person spell-caster on spherical worlds. In a cute low-poly environment you enjoy crazy
battles with 30+ different spells, preferably together with your friends.

Focus is placed on both player-skill and teamwork in this matchbased game with quick rounds.
There is no story to follow and the aim of the game is to have fun and become a better player to be able to defeat the different

game modes in a harder difficulty!
And to top the Leaderboards of course!

GAMEPLAY

Ghostly Horizon provides intense and thrilling battles with a focus on player-skill and cooperation.
Combat feels dangerous and your winning streak can quickly go down the toilet.

So get ready for some awesome battles and clutch saves in this fun and crazy matchbased game.

2 Main Game-Modes: Invasion and Survival  that can be played in both Singleplayer and in Co-op with up to 10 players!

3 Minor Game-Modes: Battle Royale, Conquest and Training Arena where you play either Free-For-All or Teambased PvP.

SPHERICAL WORLD

The world in Ghostly Horizon is a round (spherical) planet with completely free and open circumnavigation. There are no
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borders or restrictions for player-movement.
The planet features full day/night cycle with one sun and two moons along with a variety of biomes, including: Desert, leaf-

woods, pine-woods, arctic, lakes and more.

PLAYER SKILL

All players have the same amount of stats, what matters is how you allocate them to suit your playstyle.
Depending on your allocation of stats your character gets adjusted traits such as movement speed, jump height, cooldown time,

status effect duration, etc.
This together with choosing your spell-elements wisely during gameplay to accommodate your own personal playstyle is what

gives you the edge in battle.

SPELLS

The vision with spells in Ghostly Horizon is that there shouldn't be two spells that work exactly the same. There are many types
of spells: Projectile, Bolt, Spray, Slash, Ray, Instant, Self-targeted. All of these types have a number of spells in them and each
one is unique. There are 7 different elements with 4 spells each. A player can have 2 elements active at one time, each element

has its own style and which ones the player chooses will alter the playstyle of the player.

There are plans on synergy-spells that will arrive in an expansion after release. The player then gets a unique spell that is a
merge between the two elements chosen.

COOPERATION

A large part of Ghostly Horizon is cooperation, some game-modes require cooperation to be able to take objectives, others don't
enforce it. But nonetheless working together will give your team the upper-hand.

Healing-spells are designed mainly to be used on your friends, your survivability will most likely raise if you work together and
heal each other, before it is too late. You can also work together by casting a boost-ray on your friend to make his spells do

more damage, or cast a boost-AoE to make all your allies damage more while inside the area of effect.

Fast travel with teleports that are created by 3 or more players casting boost-rays on each other in a circle to conjure up a
teleport. It might be risky though, there is a hidden science behind teleports and you might end up popping out of the enemies

teleport if you don't know what you are doing.

GRAPHICS

Ghostly Horizon is presented in a low-poly style with a mix of hard and soft gradients in textures. The aim is a stylized,
beautiful and cute looking game that makes the intense gameplay and cut-throat battles come as a surprise.

We aim at an effortless feeling with a flow in both world-design and graphics-design.
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Title: Ghostly Horizon
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Bit Nurse
Publisher:
Bit Nurse
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 1.8GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: Any Stereo card

English
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ghostly horizon gameplay. ghostly horizon steam. ghostly horizon

I will say that I enjoy this game massively. The way the bike handle is realistic for me and I feel that it is a positive first step in
using Unreal Engine for this game, even though I'm more used to 2013's rigid physics. The AI is a positive step too, as they will
mercilessly try to overtake you, by even barging their way too if you let your guard down.

In conclusion, I would love to rate this 10\/10 but Marquez is too OP. Nerf him pls in the next game, thank you.

Still a great MotoGP game though.. It has many technical problems. the worst issue I faced was saving. I passed many puzzles
and when I died, the check point suddenly changed and I had to start from the begining of the stage. I don't konw if that was a
glitch or not. In general, the game can't be played and the developers should fix these issues. Without fixing, it is impossible to
complete this game.. Steam Needs to stop selling games that dont operate on newer computers, or at least mention the max
system requirements not just min system requirements.. Game is really raw, but it has potential. A lot of work should be done. I
will look in future that devs will polish and optimize the game. My best wishes to dev team and good luck. I will look for
progress.. wont \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing work. A great game to play with friends! Very simple and easy to learn/pickup.
My friends and I have played this game since the alpha on its original website, spending nights up just fooling around. Glad to
see it finally on Steam with a bunch of new features.

The seekers each having their own abilities was an awesome feature, and the new possession for souls to fool seekers is a great
addition! The maps are great and I can't wait to see what more can come of the items for each seeker/hider.

I did a lets play:
https://youtu.be/bryHR2WvNy0. Fantastic reminder of the past of humanity. If only all the world's art could be preserved in one
VR space.... Highly recommend this game! The matches are short but action packed! The lobby is public and hectic as hell!
Never thought a game with Teddy Bears and Demons would be my kind of game.

The hide and seek aspect of Light Bearers is trivial enough that theres no trouble hopping on and having a blast. You are chased
by a Shadow, a being with a heart of darkness who hates Bears to no end. Currpting Teddy Bears and laughing at their misery
are its Past-times and controlling this Dark God is full of enjoyment. While on the other side of the spectrum you are a Chosen
Light "Bear"er. Warriors of the heavens whose soul purpose in life is to stick out their tongues at the Shadows and curse like
sailors behind their backs.

After an hour I've been through enough matches with an almost full lobby and a DEV that was quick to answer our concerns and
calm our fumbling fingers. Get this game, play with friends or wait till the lobby fills up and enjoy the chaos that is Light
Bearers.. Maybe it's just where I am in my own life, but I felt embarassed when I was playing this. Everything about the game is
overly stereotyped and over sexualized like some pre-pubescent fantasy of some sort. Honestly, I couldnt stick with the game
past the initial part I played through. It was just to difficult to accept this as the way any game is presented these days. It wasnt
funny or cute or anything else that might redeem it. It was just flat out crass, pure and simple.
While I dont think less of others for enjoying this game, I couldnt justify continuing when I have so many better beat em ups in
my game library, that I dont feel demean me when I'm playing them.
'nuff said.. You want to bring Plant VS Zombie to the Next Level?
You want to give a ' Usual Tower Defense game' some Kawaii aspect?
You want some VN Style game?

Just play this game Oredi :3
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Splice is a very good puzzle game and I recommend it. Every sequence has a new "mechanic" that makes the puzzles
increasingly difficult. Very enjoyable and it even has the extra challenge to get "ANGELIC" (Finish the level with the
possibility to make more moves) on some levels.. fun for a few hours, then go play smething else. straight forward no nonsense
... I think this game was unexpectedly awesome... The story-line wasn't too catchy for me, but the gameplay is addictive and
entertaining, and very challenging during the later stages of the game.. This game is strange, I don't see the story :D but
gameplay is fine.. It's kind of disappointing because the game is kind of slow unlike the previous expansion.
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